Thalamic transitory ischemic attacks presenting as Jacksonian sensory march.
Spreading somatosensory symptoms appearing as Jacksonian sensory march are usually considered to be due to an epileptic seizure. We report on three cases in which these symptoms were caused by thalamic ischemia. Two patients presented with stereotypically recurring hemiparesthesias lasting 2-5 min that gradually spread from the face to the arm and leg on one side. A first cerebral magnetic resonance imaging including DWI was negative in both cases, whereas new thalamic infarctions appeared on repeated imaging when clinical symptoms remained. A third case with a thalamic ischemia did not show recurring events, but also presented with purely sensory spreading symptoms. In all three cases EEG and cardiovascular diagnostics revealed normal results. Pure sensory stroke has previously been described as a result of ischemia of the thalamus or the internal capsule presenting as a sudden onset hemisensory deficit, but spreading symptoms have rarely been reported. According to our observations, thalamic TIAs are an important differential diagnosis of somatosensory epileptic auras presenting with Jacksonian sensory march which require a different clinical management.